Individual Nominees

Abigail Fisk
Alondra Hinojosa
Alton "Albee" Daley
Alyssa Benalfew
Alyvia Norris
Amanda Melo
Ameina Mosley
Ariana Gardner
Arusa Zama
Ashish Ahuja
Ashley Torress
Benjamin Geffken
Caio Alvim
Camiron Lanoue
Cassandra Gath
Charla Burnett
Ciro Castaldi
Danny Gibbons
Fantazia Hinds
Gabriel Garza-Sada
Georges Laurent
Gordon MacDonald
Gray Milkowski
Heena Gandevia
Iley Alexander
Jace Taft
Jaime Chernoch
Jaime McCaughey
James Kundicz
Jomaira Moreno Romero
Joseph Nelson
Juan Pablo Blanco
Jugho Lee
Jun-Yang Ni
Kathleen Bury
Kosar Mohamed
Laura Faherty
Leo Smith
Madison LaCure
Mandy Campbell
Meghan Connolly
Melissa Galindo
Michael Raymond
Mohammed Uddin
Nacirina Brito
Naphtalie Dorcius
Nikhil Illa
Philip McLaughlin
Polly Cegielski
Rachel Gymiski
Rebeca Perea-Garayzar
Rebecca Morin
Saadia Ahmad
Shubhankar "Shubi" Joshi
Sokpagna Chuon
Sompong Sittisongkram
Taylor Smith
Tim Musoke
Ursula Barth
Yan Qin
Yuan-May Jaw
Zubeda Khan

Group Nominees

"UMB Unite" Sponsored by Strong Women, Strong Girls
Beacon Voyages for Service (BVS)
Delta Sigma Pi
Honors Student Union
Jumpstart
Jumpstart Sunshine Team at Yawkey
Jumpstart Team Leaders
New England Scientists and Teachers for Sustainability (NESTS)
Phi Delta Epsilon International Medical Fraternity
Strong Women, Strong Girls
UMass Boston Police Cadets
UMass Boston Students for Recovery